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It is notified for the information of all students of GCE, Keonjhar that the TEQIP-3 Cell is going

to conduct an induction program called (SELP) Strudent Excellence & Learning Program which is

specifically designed module as a part of Art of Living by Vyakti Vikas Kendra India, Headquarter at

Bangalore to develop a personality, eliminate mental stress and improve the physical health of

students. It has also been established that the module helps stimulating the leaming capability of

students, who are always under stress due to not being able to understand the difference between

desire and deserving capability in the competitive world. Accordingly it has been decided to launch

the pilot program for at least a batch of students (60) in our Institution during this month of

April,2019 so as to realize the benefits specially during the examination period which is the right time

to experiment with the progam module, continuously for six days preferably from 20.4.19 to 25.4.19

between 7.00 AM to 9.00 AM in the morning time. A batch of minimum 60 interested students

irrespective of class, gender etc. will be formed as a Team of pilot program. The Vyakti Vikas Kendra

' India Trust of Art of Living will conduct this program (SELP) under TEQIP-3 Cell. The Faculty

members desirous of participating in this program will also be included in this training along with

provision of refreshment after the program each day. In this connection an Orientation Program will

be held on 19.4.19 between 9.00 AM to 10.00 AM in the Seminar hall of the First Block.

The students interested to participate in this Program are advised to give their names to

Sri S. Naidu Velagala, Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering and Sri Prasanta Kumar Mandal,

' Asst. prof. of Mathematics by 20.4.19 positively for formation of the Batch of Trainees.
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Copy to all notice boards including Uoys tost"tlgirts tostgl ln; at fiOOJlall Faculty members/ Sri

S Naiau Velagala, Assistant Profeisor, Mechanical Engineering/ Sh. Prashanta Kumar Mandal'

Assistant Profeisor, Mathematics for information and necessary actton'r.,M*^
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